
 

 

II.   March 4, 2021 – “The Spiritual Journey:  One Day’s Prayer – A Lifetime of Issues 
 

A. Not a journey in space, but a journey of internal change through life’s seasons   
From:  Music of Silence, by Fr. David Stendl-Rast & Kathleen Norris) 

 

• Change is effected in us through an awakening to God’s presence and unconditional 
love for us in Christ throughout the day, and over a lifetime.  

• Obedience is “an intensive listening, and the opposite of that is absurdity – which 
means being deaf to life’s challenges and meaning.   

• Prayer is not sending an order and expecting it to be fulfilled.  Prayer is attuning 
yourself to the life of the world, to love, the force that moves the sun and the moon 

and the stars.  Poetry:  Dante in Paradiso:  The subject that comes last is a 

periphrasis for God, “the love that moves the sun and the other stars”  
• It is the sort of things that monks, mystics, and poets come to know very well by 

paying close attention to the flow of hours around them. 

• Western culture’s distorted sense of time: always running out (limited commodity) 
vs. monastic chant “time flows harmoniously; time is available in proportion to the 
task at hand. 
 

B. The Liturgy of the Hours:  https://simplycatholic.com/praying-without-ceasing/    
   

Each Hour of the day and night has its own distinct message for us: 
 

 Vigils:  The Night Watch (Prayer:  When things are in darkness/mystery) 

Vigils is an invitation to learn to “trust in night,” to trust the darkness despite 

the immense fear it triggers.  Light shines in the darkness…creativity.  John 1:4-5  

“a light that shines in the dark, a light that no darkness could overpower”; Psalm 

139:11 – “even the darkness is not dark to you…” 

 Lauds:  The Coming of the Light (Dawn…”it dawned on me”; Rise and shine!)   

Lauds starts us off with the attitude that the day is a gift, that everything in our 

life is a gift, to which the response is gratefulness.  Rejoice & delight in the 

moment (vs. sleep walking through life.)  Happiness follows gratitude, not the 

reverse.  Morning Has Broken (Cat Stevens, 1972).   

https://simplycatholic.com/praying-without-ceasing/


 Prime:  (First Hour) – Morning – (Prayer:  Deliberate or New Beginnings) 

Begins the day’s work deliberately, with an even pace, and with whole-hearted 

attention.  The world was given to us to work on; work as “challenge” 

(attentiveness vs. “rote, routine, drudgery, slavery” Psalm 90:17 – “May the 

favor of God rest on us; establish the work of our hands for us…” 

 Terce:   (Third Hour) – Mid-Morning – (Prayer:  Bless the Work Begun) 

Calling down the Holy Spirit upon the work begun to bless and make it fruitful.  

Image of Jordan River vs. the Dead Sea.  “Come Holy Spirit to enkindle and 

inflame our hearts…” 

 Sext:     (Sixth Hour) – Mid-Day – (Prayer:  Maintain Fervor and Commitment) 

Prayer for energy and commitment vs. the “Noon Day Devil” of laziness, despair, 

doubt, sadness, lose heart. Can lead to flight from God.  Stay the course, remain 

true to the vision throughout the day.  John 12, 14, 16:  “When the Spirit of 

Truth comes, he will guide you to all the truth.”  (Time of main meal in 

monasteries:  celebration of the eternal feast.)  Anniversaries. 

 None:   (Ninth Hour) – Mid-Afternoon - Shadows Grow Longer (Prayer:  Forgiveness) 

Mid to late afternoon, as the day begins to decline and shadows begin to 

lengthen.  Time to face decline, disappointment, the little death of each passing 

day.  Lesson of this hour is to forgive (compassion) and to live gratefully, forgive, 

live to the full within the limits/boundaries of our lives. Life is impermanent 

followed by death.  Face self & God.  Psalm 51 – “Have mercy on me, O God” 

 Vespers:  Lighting the Lamps – (Prayer: Healing, Reconciliation) 

Celebrates the lighting of lamps as evening descends.  Counterpart to Lauds.  

Work is done; this hour invites peace of heart, serenity/peace in gathering the 

day’s contradictions.  Redemption is the healing of the rift that runs through the 

world, alienation from self, others, and God – neighborliness, community.  Light 

the light in the darkness.  “Evening” in Scripture:  Eden, Noah, Jesus’ burial).     

“It is better to light a candle than to curse the darkness.” 

 Compline:  Completing the Circle ((Prayer:  End of Day, End of Life)    

Connects the end of the day with the end of life.  Ask forgiveness and make a 

clean transition into night and sleep.  Night as threat (chaos) and grace (divine 

protection will not abandon us).  Nunc Dimittis – Luke 2:29-32.   

Personal uniqueness thrives in an atmosphere of feeling “at home” and “safe” in 

the world.  How we fall asleep makes all the difference in the world.  

Reflect on times, experiences, seasons of your life where you brought 

these issues into your prayer and relationship with God. 


